Comments
Saturday, April 1, 2006
Invited Speakers: Session C
Soul-Pain, Suffering and the Self-Reflective Clinician
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Room was too crowded, the slides were not visible, and
there were not enough handouts.
Excellent session, but I am not sure how to transfer the
information to the clinical setting.
Art therapy seems to be good therapy.
Too few handouts.
Wonderful !
Great ideas put forth by this speaker.
Great presentation, but again, there were not enough
handouts.
Presentation seemed a bit “scattered” at times.
Room was small for the number of attendees and there were
insufficient numbers of handouts. The screen was too low
because of the large numbers of people.
Overall, I found this to be a stimulating presentation.
This content was excellent and meaningful. The room was
small, however, and I had trouble seeing the screen, which
seemed to be placed too low.
Speaker is so unique in this field. The way she
communicates certain messages is very powerful.
Room too small; handouts too few.
Enjoyed it, even though it was crowded.
Presenter did a great job of relating the information from
Plenaries to her presentation.
Wonderfully superb !
I sat on the floor.
Totally refreshing ! No handouts…they ran out.
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Absolutely electric presenter and presentation.
Excellent!
GREAT.
Excellent. Thanks so much.
A perfect 10 score for this presentation!
Great audiovisuals. I’m sorry there was no time for
questions or discussion with this remarkable lady.
I was turned away from this session because it was full. I
am so disappointed!
Speaker’s images are always so powerful and dynamic! I’ve
seen her presentations many time in the last ten years and
never tire of her work and her thoughtfulness. I was
surprised and disappointed to see that she was not placed in
adequate quarters for the numbers who tried to attend.
Excellent and always creatively delivered.
This speaker need a larger room ! I sat on the floor, but was
grateful to be here.
Wonderful, compassionate, and just fantastic !
Speaker is one of the most dynamic I’ve ever heard! I
enjoyed her mixed media. Her expertise is obvious from the
moment she started the presentation.
It is such an inspiration and privilege to hear this dynamic
individual!
Amazing! I was told how wonderful she is and now I am a
believer!
Excellent speaker.
Very artistic presentation. It inspires me to try art therapy in
my grief work.
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This should have been a keynote speaker! What a gifted
individual.
This speaker’s material and style never fails to please.
Excellent, but a lot of information.
We could use a full day format with this speaker.
Viewing dying and grief from the perception of art is a
wonderful learning experience. I would walk a mile for a
workshop with this lady.
Session was moving and insightful. I appreciate this
session’s depth as well as the mix of humor.
I have learned many ways now to incorporate art into my
field.
Absolutely a wonderful speaker. She is always so creative.
A very moving session. Content was insightful.
This was like a good movie where at the end, you want to
stay and see it all over again! Thanks so much.
Not enough handouts. Wonderful, wonderful presenter.
Excellent. I would love a full day workshop with this
speaker.
Absolutely wonderful.
Great presentation.
Wonderful session and a dynamic speaker.
This was so professionally presented and highly educational.
Speaker provided us with some wonderful tools for our
practice.
Incredibly inspirational. Thanks for our beautiful sharing.
Among the best I’ve ever heard!
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Wonderful. How about a full-day workshop with this
presenter?
This was so great.
I feel as if I’ve been given a gift!
Outstanding, as always.
GREAT.
Please provide a larger room for this speaker. There were so
many disappointed people who did not get in.
I enjoyed this immensely.
I always enjoy this speaker’s presentations.
A delightful presentation. Thanks so much!

